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ABSTRACT: Feedback-driven online homework systems
provide students with a comprehensive set of practice questions
that can accompany and enhance other instructional resources.
However, the available e-homework systems do not contain
content that aligns well with our course objectives, provide too
few questions in key areas, and use assessment format(s) that do
not match the ones used on our exams. Motivated to create our
own questions, we used this gap as an opportunity to engage
students in constructing and reviewing course-aligned content
within a commercial e-homework platform. The students
successfully generated approximately 1,000 largely open-ended
organic chemistry questions, some with mechanistic and
structural drawing capabilities, by modifying old exam questions. The students’ questions spanned a variety of cognitive
levels that skewed, as intended, toward skill-building. According to our assessment scheme, 75% of the questions were evaluated
to be of the highest quality. As a consequence, we advocate that collaborating with undergraduate students in a “teaching team”
can be a broadly useful way for instructors to generate high-quality instructional materials aligned with their course content.

KEYWORDS: First-Year Undergraduate/General, Second-Year Undergraduate, Organic Chemistry, Computer-Based Learning,
Internet/Web-Based Learning, Problem Solving/Decision Making, Student-Centered Learning, Mechanisms of Reactions

■ INTRODUCTION

Instructors provide homework assignments to help guide
engagement with course material and promote learning and
retention. Online homework has begun to replace traditional
paper-based homework in many large introductory courses
because it encourages active learning, provides students with
immediate feedback, and reduces faculty time spent on
grading.1−3 Researchers have studied online homework systems
for organic chemistry and found a correlation between online
homework performance and final grade,4 as well as students’
perception of its usefulness.5 In addition, online homework use
has led to improved class averages.6−8 In contrast, Smithrud
and Pinhas found that high online homework completion rates
did not always lead to exam success and suggested that
combining aspects of traditional homework and online
homework is better.9 Qualitative findings from these studies
report positive student perceptions of online homework and
high levels of perceived helpfulness in learning course
content.1,4−6 The learning advantages are hypothesized to be
due to the students’ ability to rework problems based on the
immediate feedback they receive. Feedback reduces “discrep-
ancies between [students’] current understandings/perform-
ance and a [desired] goal.”10 However, the type of feedback
given affects learning outcomes.10 For example, giving students
information/hints that guide them toward an answer was more
helpful than telling students their response was correct/

incorrect.11 For feedback to be effective it must be timely,
specific, and clear.10 Online homework can provide these types
of effective feedback by suggesting ways students could fix an
incorrect response.
Historically, we have not used online homework systems in

the introductory organic chemistry program at the University of
Michigan (U-M). We opted instead to emphasize peer-based
and peer-led options, which take advantage of our highly
residential, campus-based environment.12 Moreover, most
online e-homework systems are not aligned with the course
assessments in our organic sequence: our exams require the
students to answer open-ended questions about new and
unfamiliar literature-based examples (Figure 1).13,14 Our
rationale for literature-based questions is 2-fold: through this
testing strategy, we are transmitting as clearly as we can that
students need to transfer knowledge gained during study to
these unfamiliar examples, encouraging them to rely less on
rote memorization and more on developing their reasoning
skills.15,16 In addition, by connecting what they learn in class to
a virtually endless supply of real-world examples we aim to
increase the students’ appreciation for the course relevance.17,18
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Our students understand that just becoming familiar with
textbook questions or past exams is not a useful study strategy.
One obvious challenge with using high-level questions on

exams is that deficiencies in lower-level skills become a
significant barrier. For example, we want to aim at 100% of
students achieving literacy in the curved arrow formalism, given
the instructional reliance on it; however, it is realistic to assume
some students are burdened by their deficient understanding of
this topic and so their struggle to learn increases throughout the
course.19 Ideally, we want every student to master the curved
arrow formalism before we ask them to follow and construct
arguments using it. We believe students that carry a deficiency
in their skill-based knowledge can benefit from a large number
of questions in certain topical areas.
On the basis of the need described above, we reasoned that

the custom use of a feedback-driven online homework platform
might be an ideal vehicle for such questions. Such custom-
ization would enable us to create skill-based questions that are
aligned with our course assessments (i.e., open-ended,
literature-based). Several organic chemistry online homework
platforms have been developed in recent years; each with a
similar core functionality and differing specialized function-
ality.20 For a number of reasons, specific to our needs, we
decided to use the Sapling Learning system.21 This platform is
user-friendly and able to handle open-ended questions with
generative answers. Moreover, its authoring system was robust
and particularly amenable to novice users. This latter point was
nontrivial for us because we were interested in teaching
undergraduate students to be the content-generators. Although
the method described herein is optimized for the Sapling
Learning system, it could be implemented using a variety of
online homework platforms with some modifications to suit the
needs of the instructor and institution.
We chose students (rather than instructors) as content-

generators because they can generate a significant quantity of
material in a short time and the feedback they provide is from a
student’s perspective. Involving students in generating instruc-
tional materials encourages them to engage with both the
course content and their peers, and the authentic audience (i.e.,
future students) lends purpose to their work.22,23 Although the
long-term goal was to release these student-generated questions
to future students, we first determined whether students could
be trained to generate high quality questions, with structural
drawing and mechanistic functionality, in an online homework
system. The answer is a resounding “yes.” Herein, we describe a
successful model for engaging students in generating instruc-
tional material to get course-aligned content. Furthermore, we
demonstrate with various metrics that the question quality was
high.

■ APPROACH

e-Homework Platform

PeerWise is perhaps the most identifiable leader in the area of
student-generated questions, but it is limited to multiple-choice
questions.24,25 As alluded to above, our choice of Sapling
Learning was purely based on functionality for our intended
goals (content and generation method). This system provided
access to traditional formats (i.e., multiple choice, fill-in-the-
blank) along with handling student-generated responses to
open-ended questions with an organic-friendly interface (i.e.,
structural drawings and mechanistic functionality).21 Moreover,
the authoring interface is user-friendly, which facilitated student
training, and the company was open and receptive to working
with us on this experiment. The Sapling Learning platform
offers multiple forms of feedback (e.g., specific, default, and
solution) that can be integrated into each question. For
example, specific feedback is triggered when the incorrect
answer was anticipated and programmed in with hints
associated with the specific misconception. In contrast, the
default feedback is triggered if an incorrect answer does not
match one of the anticipated answers. An example of specific
and default feedback from a student-generated question is given
in Figure 2. When students view the correct answer they are
also provided with an explanation (Figure 2). All questions
created by our students include these three types of feedback
(for additional student-generated questions see Supporting
Information (SI)).
Project Structure

For our pilot project, we engaged the students in the Structured
Study Group (SSG) program, a supplemental instruction
option for students enrolled in first-semester organic
chemistry.26 Thus, students self-selected into SSG and were
not selected based on performance. SSG classes meet 2 h per
week for 15 weeks and are led by junior- and senior-level
undergraduate students. Most students who participated in SSG
during our pilot were first- and second-year students (N = 142,
Fall 2013). During the pilot project, students generated
questions as just one assignment in the SSG curriculum (see
SI for pilot project syllabus). This format, unsurprisingly, did
not provide sufficient time for multiple rounds of review and
refinement, but it did provide proof of concept and allowed us
to rapidly understand some good lessons about working with
student authors. Because our practical goal was to generate high
quality questions in a short, controlled period with the intent of
releasing these questions to the entire population of students
taking the organic courses (N ∼ 1400 in the Fall and ∼600 in
the Winter, for the first-term course offering), we moved to the
next phase of our project.
To continue with using student authors, we asked interested

students to enroll in a one-credit independent study course
(Teaching Experiences for Undergraduates) where the work
would be focused solely on authoring questions. We invited
students who generated high quality questions in the pilot
project to enroll in this course. We imagined that involving
fewer students with more intensive effort would naturally limit
the number, and the 4 junior- and senior-level group leaders
recommended that groups of 6−8 would be ideal, from their
experience in the pilot. The number of participating students
was indeed significantly less, due to a combination of intrinsic
interest, time demand, and the need to enroll in a separate
course (Winter 2014, N = 31; Fall 2014, N = 12; Winter 2015,
N = 16). Thus, these content-generators met once a week for 1

Figure 1. A representative exam question.
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h, and each class was led by one of the junior- and senior-level
undergraduate SSG leaders. Participating students received
credit for constructing questions, incorrect answers, and
feedback (see SI for full project syllabi). In addition, each
student earned $250 if they programmed their questions,
answers, and feedback into the Sapling Learning platform.
Although this approach creates certain limitations (a small set
of students generates questions, funding was used, etc.), we do
not think these are critical criteria for creating student-
generated instructional materials, but merely represent how
we implemented the idea. Although the funding came from
internal initiatives aimed at improving undergraduate education
at the University of Michigan, one could implement this project
by rewarding the students with additional credit hours (or
points) rather than pay. We have no basis for prescribing how

this project might work in different contexts, and we think this
decision is an inherently local one.
Experienced faculty instructors defined a set of organic

chemistry skills that were imagined to benefit students through
having access to a large set of targeted practice problems.
Something we found attractive about a software-based
environment was its intrinsic mercilessness−in the case of
basic skills, getting things “right” or “wrong” with no option to
forgive oneself for small errors is intuitively appealing. The skill-
based topics identified for the first semester course were:
curved-arrow notation, resonance, acid−base chemistry, in-
dividual stereochemistry relationships, comparative stereo-
chemistry relationships, electrophilic addition, elimination,
substitution, transition states, electrophilic aromatic substitu-
tion, reaction mechanisms, and aromaticity. For the second
semester, during which many more reactions are presented,
skill-based questions included topics from epoxide chemistry,
aldehyde/ketone chemistry, acyl transfer reactions, enolate
chemistry, Diels−Alder reactions, peptide chemistry, and
carbohydrate chemistry.

Content Creation

For this report, however, we return to the question of using
students to generate this instructional content. The training
period for the pilot project in the SSG course took 5 weeks and
is outlined in Figure 3. Students were first trained to create
usable questions, answers, and feedback and then learned how
to program the questions into Sapling Learning. Training
started with introducing the students to the Sapling Learning
interface, followed by dividing them into small groups and
giving them the same example question to solve (SI). They
were instructed to create an array of plausible incorrect answers
with feedback and a general feedback response that hinted at
key concepts. After sharing the incorrect answers and feedback
with the class a set number were selected. Finally, each group
generated the example question in Sapling Learning, peer-
reviewed the question, and addressed suggested edits.
After the training period, students were tasked with

generating new questions following four different curved
arrow formats and using literature sources for inspiration
(SI). Overall, 172 questions were generated and subjected to an
internal review process (SI). First, their classmates reviewed the
questions guided by a rubric and suggested edits. Once the
edits were complete, the questions were reviewed by the class
leader and finally by a graduate student overseeing the project,
who evaluated them on a pass/fail scale post hoc. Each question
was evaluated for chemistry, grammar, clarity, programming,
accuracy of written feedback, and functionality in the interface.
In the large-scale first round, only 64/172 (37%) questions
passed this internal review (Table 1). The majority of questions
failed the graduate student’s review due to incorrect chemistry,
which we speculated might stem from the students’
inexperience in creating questions from the literature (e.g.,
unable to distinguish whether a reaction occurred under acidic
or basic conditions, or if the mechanism was concerted or
stepwise). We concluded that having the students use the
primary literature as an inspiration for questions was not a
viable approach.
We made several changes to address the shortfalls of the pilot

project. First, we replaced primary literature with old exams as
the source. Because the vast majority of our exam problems are
literature-based, faculty instructors, by default, have already
done the most difficult part of the screening process. Also,

Figure 2. Student-generated question with incorrect and correct
answers as well as the feedback.
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because we never repeat questions, which are generated freshly
by teams of instructors for every exam, we have a deep
repository of retired exam problems. Instead of creating
problems de novo, students were instead tasked with modifying
an old question to create a new question, and to focus on
highlighting one of the given skills we were after. For example,
an exam question focused on hydrogen-bonding might be
transformed into an acid−base question (Figure 4). We
reasoned that this approach enables students to generate an
original question, but with chemistry that was previously vetted
for the course. The second key change was moving from the
SSG format to a stand-alone 1-credit course, meeting 1 h each
week (Table 2). Students who participated in the first stand-
alone course began generating content immediately because
they were previously trained during the pilot project. Each
student was responsible for generating two questions per week,

where a different skill-based topic was selected for each week.27

In the pilot, generating questions was just a small part of the
SSG curriculum; it was never meant to be the dedicated
mechanism for generating content. In the dedicated course,
students also spent 3 weeks reviewing and editing questions.
With this accelerated timeline, students generated 639
questions over a single semester, with 98% of the questions
created deemed usable after internal review (Table 1). The
course-based strategy was implemented two more times, in
which 87% (Fall 2014) and 88% (Winter 2015) of questions
passed the internal review. (These later two courses focused on
creating content for the second semester of organic chemistry.)
Alternative strategies that could work in other contexts include
reducing the number of questions generated over a semester or
using a longer time scale.

Figure 3. Time line for training students to generate questions in Sapling Learning.

Table 1. Number of Questions Generated and Publishable after the Internal Review Process

questions pilot (F 2013) 1-credit course (W 2014) 1-credit course (F 2014) 1-credit course (W 2015) total

generated 172 639 192 290 1,293
publishable (% passed) 64 (37) 627 (98) 167 (87) 256 (88) 1,114 (86)

Figure 4. Original exam question (left) and student-generated question (right). Inspiration from literature source.28

Table 2. Differences between Each Iteration of the Project

parameters pilot (F 2013) 1-credit course (W 2014) 1-credit course (F 2014) 1-credit course (W 2015)

source material literature journal old test questions old test questions old test questions
course organic chemistry I organic chemistry I organic chemistry II organic chemistry II
# of participants 142 31 12 16
# of questions generated per student or group 3 20 16 18
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■ QUESTION QUALITY

External Review

To better assess the quality of questions generated over the
four semesters, several additional rounds of review were carried
out (Figure 5). The questions that passed the above-mentioned

internal review were evaluated using two types of external
review by a Sapling Learning technician. First, 703 questions
were evaluated based on functionality in the interface, of which
677 (96%) passed the review (Table 3). Then, a more in-depth

review was carried out on a randomly selected set of 113
questions. Although 31 (27%) needed no further edits, 62
(55%) contained technical and formatting problems and 20
(18%) contained content errors. Technical and format issues
included insufficient programming with respect to benzene
rings (i.e., programming in just one resonance form for each
answer), improper bond angles, unclear feedback, and
inefficient question layout. Looking more closely at the content
errors, only 4 questions actually had incorrect chemistry (e.g.,
wrong regioselectivity in a Diels−Alder reaction), whereas the
other 16 questions contained missing counterions or lone pairs.
In response, the peer review criteria and authoring manual were
updated to explicitly draw attention to these common errors
(SI). These updated criteria should negate the need for an
external review in future iterations, rendering this method
independent of the choice of platform.
In-Depth Internal Review

To further probe question quality, we performed an in-depth
internal analysis of the 1084 questions that passed all prior
reviews. Undergraduate students were hired and trained to
classify each question on a set of criteria (described below)
using a method reported by Bates and co-workers, who used
undergraduates to reliably evaluate questions in Peerwise.25c

Our undergraduate raters were given access to the question
stem, solution, and incorrect responses. Their analytical

calibration was directed by two postdoctoral scholars over 3
weeks, wherein 40 questions were independently reviewed on a
set of six criteria and the results discussed at weekly meetings.
After calibration, the absolute percent agreement for each
criterion was calculated on a set of 20 randomly selected
questions comparing each undergraduate rater to the
postdoctoral scholars, and was found to be >80% (SI).29 For
the criterion where each question was categorized into the
revised Bloom’s taxonomy, Cohen’s kappa was also calculated
and the inter-rater agreement was found to be >0.71 for each
undergraduate (SI). The questions with rating discrepancies
between undergraduate students were re-evaluated as a group
that included the postdoctoral scholars to make a final
determination.
Each question was first assessed on whether the solution was

correct and programmed accurately. Of the 1084 questions
evaluated, 17 questions (1.5%) were found to have an
inaccurate solution and 14 questions (1.3%) had solutions
that were insufficiently programmed. These 31 questions were
removed from the database and not evaluated further. The
remaining 1053 questions were evaluated for question clarity
and categorized into different cognitive levels using Bloom’s
taxonomy.30,31 Additional criteria were used to evaluate the
solution explanation, specific feedback, and default feedback
(SI).
Clarity of each question was evaluated on a binary scale (yes/

no). We found 16 questions were not clearly worded, with 10
of those questions on the topic of resonance. These questions
were immediately fixed through adding and/or deleting a
phrase. Each question was then classified into a cognitive level
based on the revised Bloom’s taxonomy (Table 4 for

descriptions of each level), which is a frequently used method
to classify the objectives of student assignments.31 The revised
Bloom’s taxonomy hierarchy starts with lower-order thinking
skill categories (e.g., remember) and goes to higher-order
thinking skill categories (e.g., create). Questions within our
database were in four categorization levels of Bloom’s
taxonomy: remember, understand, apply, and analyze. No
questions were found at either the evaluate or create levels. A
breakdown of each topic with respect to Bloom’s taxonomy can
be found in the SI. Some topics had questions across the four

Figure 5. Overview of the different stages of review. (The percentages
refer to the original set of 1293 questions.)

Table 3. Quality of Questions Determined by the External
Review

type of review

# of
questions
submitted

# of questions
with formatting/
technical issues

# of
questions

with content
errors

# of
questions
passed

external
technical (%
passed)

703 677 (96)

external in-
depth (% of
questions)

113 62 (55) 20 (18) 31 (27)

Table 4. Bloom’s cognitive categorization levelsa

level description

number of questions
at each

categorization level
(%), N = 1053

remember factual recall, remembering facts and
information

272 (26)

understand understand information, interpret facts,
construct meaning from text or graphs

132 (13)

apply use information, methods, concepts, and
theories in new situations to solve
problems

427 (40)

analyze see patterns, break down material into parts,
identify components

222 (21)

evaluate put together elements or parts to form a
whole and forming judgements based on
criteria and standards through checking
and critiquing

0

create compare and discriminate between ideas,
assess value of theories, judge and check
the value of material for a given purpose

0

aDescriptions adapted from ref 31.
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levels (e.g., resonance) whereas others had questions in only
one level (e.g., transition states) (Table 4).
The analytical results were quite satisfying, as we intended

our student authors to create more fundamental, skill-based
questions rather than to mirror the demands on the exam
questions themselves. To test this, we repeated the categorical
analysis on the last eight organic chemistry final exams given at
U-M, which showed that questions were skewed toward the
higher-order cognitive levels compared with the student-
generated practice questions (Figure 6 and SI).

The quality and type of feedback was also evaluated because
providing useful feedback was an important objective. Solution
explanations were classified as either good, minimal,
insufficient, or missing (Table 5 for descriptions). The vast

majority of solution explanations (95%) were classified as
minimal or good (Table 5). A remarkable 71% (34/48) of the
questions that were missing a solution explanation were on the
topic of curved arrows, likely because these questions were
generated during the pilot project, which had a less rigorous
review process (SI).
The specific feedback was categorized by whether the

response addressed a misconception, hinted at a minor error
(e.g., missing lone pairs), or had an explanation that was
incorrect or missing. For 1053 questions, 5403 specific
feedback responses were generated, with a range of 1−16 per
question. Overall, 88% of specific feedback responses addressed
a misconception, 11% hinted at a minor error and 1% were
missing an explanation or had an incorrect explanation. The
default feedback was similarly categorized and we found 97% of
questions provided a general hint with the other 3% had an
explanation related to minor errors (e.g., missing counterions)
or the explanation was missing/incorrect.
Although all 1053 questions contained correct chemistry, the

overall question quality was evaluated using stricter criteria.
Thus, the question quality was rated to be high, medium or low
on a set of criteria described in Table 6. Overall, 964 of the
1053 questions evaluated (i.e., 92%; or 75% of all questions
generated) were considered high quality. To improve the
question quality, students currently enrolled in the SSG
program are continuing to edit/revise questions. For example,
they are asked to generate additional specific feedback
responses and, at the same time, address formatting issues.
Future efforts will focus on whether feedback quality can be
improved by incorporating animations, mechanistic drawings,
or additional information beyond text.

■ STUDENT PERCEPTIONS
We surveyed students who participated in the 1-credit course to
assess several aspects of the project.32 Students were asked
about their experience in using the Sapling Learning interface
to create questions. Students reported that programming in
questions was mostly straightforward, but reported lower
favorability with respect to specific interface qualities such as
ease of use, utility (i.e., ability to perform several functions),
and room for creativity (SI). Altogether, most students
reported spending less than 1 h programming each question
and associated feedback into the interface. (SI).

■ SUMMARY
Herein, we generated a successful model for a process wherein
students generate instructional material for their peers. An
extensive review process revealed that the 75% of the questions
generated were rated as “high” quality. As a consequence, this
approach may be used as-is or modified by other instructors
who want to better align instructional materials with their
specific course, including open-ended questions. Advantages of

Figure 6. Percentage of student-generated questions (orange) and
final exam questions (blue) in each category of Bloom’s taxonomy.

Table 5. Solution Explanation Categorization Levelsa

identifier description

number of
questions at each
identifier (%),
N = 1053

missing no explanation provided 48 (4.6)
insufficient wrong reasoning 1 (0.1)
minimal insufficient explanation or justification of

the correct answer such that some
parts may be unclear or incorrect

40 (3.8)

good clear and adequately detailed description
the correct answer

964 (91.5)

aDescriptions adapted from ref 25c.

Table 6. Overall Question Quality

measure description
number of questions

(%), N = 1053

high correct solution, at least minimal solution explanation, clearly worded, no specific feedback responses were incorrect/missing,
default feedback offered a general hint

964 (92)

medium correct solution but one other aspect was not up to par; that is, not clearly worded, missing a solution explanation, one specific
feedback response missing, or default feedback offered a programming hint

65 (6)

low correct solution but more than one other aspect was not up to par; that is, not clearly worded, missing a solution explanation, one
specific feedback response missing, or default feedback offered a programming hint

24 (2)
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using students as content-generators is that approximately 1000
usable questions were generated over just four semesters. These
questions are now being utilized by our currently enrolled
students. Efforts to assess the effectiveness of this new resource
on student learning are underway. Aspects of what we are
reporting are contextual to our setting (no traditional publisher
material, idiosyncratic course, infrastructure to support group-
based instructional development). However, we have provided
a framework for engaging students in content-generation,
including suggestions for instructors to imagine what, in their
own settings, might be accomplished by partnering with
students to solve whatever problem might be vexing their
teaching program. Finally, we note that this project aligns well
with the history of technology development, where content
generation is successfully moved from a centralized authority to
more decentralized and localized settings, resulting in a broader
impact.
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